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"Licensed merchandise is big business, valued at $111.4
billion, and character merchandise represents the lion’s

share (12.1%) of it. Blockbuster movies, TV shows, and
other forms of media content all drive enormous demand
for character merchandise, but the industry needs to look

for new avenues for growth to sustain sales during slower,
off-peak periods."

- Diana Smith, Associate Director - Retail &
Apparel

This report looks at the following areas:

• Decelerated growth patterns
• Toys and games in transition
• Staying top-of-mind

2017 marked the slowest rate of sales growth for licensed merchandise since 2014, a year when the
wild success from Frozen was still peaking. Since then, two of the largest toy retailers have filed for
bankruptcy, and consumers have shifted their discretionary spending to experiences rather than
tangible goods. Nonetheless, the entertainment industry continues to come to the rescue with
blockbuster movies, TV shows, video games, and more that breathe life into the character-
merchandising sector. 2018 brought some of the biggest movies in history, with Black Panther,
Incredibles 2, and Avengers: Infinity Wars, the effects of which are still being realized but should lead
to an uptick in sales at year-end. Even more big hits are expected in 2019 and beyond, including the
highly anticipated Frozen 2.

While this is all well and good, the vitality of the character-merchandising sector can’t survive alone on
the coattails of megahit movies, which is why merchandisers are exploring new angles, including new
characters, revitalizing classic characters, and probing emerging marketing channels and distribution
outlets. There remains an opportunity for the industry to appeal more to young women, perhaps by
casting more female characters in positions of power in entertainment properties, and for more
diversity among characters in general.
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More viewing options means more characters
Figure 7: Use of subscription online video content, August 2017

Figure 8: Influence of streaming services, by gender and age and parental status, August 2017

Blockbuster hits create demand

Long live the classics

Comic books face challenges

Is it time for a resurgence of toys and games?

What’s old is also what’s new and next

Everyone loves a classic
Figure 9: Estimated US/Canada retail sales and share of licensed merchandise based on entertainment/character properties, 2017

Figure 10: Popular characters, September 2018

Men and their superheroes
Figure 11: Popular characters, by gender and age, September 2018

Parents likely to pass down their favorites to their kids
Figure 12: Popular characters, by parental status by gender, September 2018

Mickey for young kids, Darth Varder for older kids
Figure 13: Popular characters, by age of children, September 2018

Comic books losing audiences

The “big three” look to capture sales of toys and games
Figure 14: Amazon Toy Catalog, October 2018

Figure 15: Amazon’s Movie and TV Hub for character merchandise, October 2018

Driving sales through events

Mickey turning 90
Figure 16: Target, Mickey and Minnie Mouse Collection, Email, May 2018

Snoopy going to space

Disney comes to the dinner table

Properties to watch

Not just for kids

Consumers say they prefer items with longevity, but their purchasing patterns don’t always reflect this

Young men will treat themselves
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Young adults and parents are primary buyers
Figure 17: Items purchased – Any (net), by gender and age and parental status by gender, September 2018

Figure 18: Nonbuyers, by presence of children in household and household income, September 2018

Toys and games fall down on the list
Figure 19: Items purchased, September 2018

Except for toys, kids are not the primary recipient
Figure 20: Recipient of items purchased, September 2018

Appealing more to kids and dads could help drive planned purchases
Figure 21: Reasons for buying, September 2018

Men love to gift themselves
Figure 22: Adult swim’s Rick and Morty, Rickmobile, October 2018

Figure 23: Buys made for self-gifting or collectible reasons, by gender and age, September 2018

Hispanics and non-Hispanic Black consumers respond to affordable prices
Figure 24: Buys made for self-gifting, rewards, or price reasons, by race and Hispanic origin, September 2018

Consumers seek longevity and nostalgia
Figure 25: Shopping preferences, September 2018

One third of men 18-34 are collectors
Figure 26: Shopping preferences, by gender and age, September 2018

Longevity of branded merchandise is important to parents
Figure 27: Shopping preferences, by parental status by gender and children in household, September 2018

Familiarity is important to drive purchase
Figure 28: Attitudes toward character merchandising, by gender and age, September 2018

Hispanics generally positive about character merchandising
Figure 29: Attitudes toward character merchandising, by Hispanic origin, September 2018

Characters can be good role models for children
Figure 30: Attitudes toward character merchandising’s ability to encourage good behavior from children, by parental status by gender
and presence of children, September 2018
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Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
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Terms

Figure 31: Total US and Canada retail sales of licensed merchandise, at current prices, 2013-18

Figure 32: US and Canada retail sales of licensed merchandise, by product category, 2016-17

Figure 33: Population by age, 2013-23

Figure 34: Population of children under 18, by race and Hispanic origin, 2018-23

Figure 35: Median household income, by age of householder, 2016

Figure 36: Consumer Sentiment Index, January 2007-September 2018

Figure 37: Disposable personal income change from previous period, January 2007-August 2018

Figure 38: Median household income, by race and Hispanic origin of householder, 2016

Appendix – The Market
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